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NATURE CONSERVATION DESIGNATIONS AND WHAT THEY MEAN
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1) Dee Estuary is designated SSSI, Ramsar, SPA, SAC.
North Wirral Foreshore and Mersey Estuary (most of it) are
SSSI, Ramsar, SPA.
Which mean:

A) Site of Special Scientific Interest. UK designation by
Natural England (the body advising the government on
nature conservation), under the Wildlife & Countryside Act
1981 (as amended) and Natural Environment & Rural
Communities Act 2006. Special rules apply for migratory
bird sites - they must support for some period of year >1%
international population or >10% national population.
SSSI designation provides reasonably good site protection,
little funding for management.

B) Ramsar: wetland of international importance under the
Ramsar international agreement. Obligation on government
to protect Ramsar sites, but no formal sanctions for
violating the treaty.

C)Special Area of Conservation, under European Union
Conservation of Habitats and Species Directive as updated
2010. Designated for Atlantic salt meadows (=saltmarsh),
Intertidal mudflats and sandflats, Salicornia and other
annual plants colonising mud and sand. (Annex 1 nos
1330,1140,1310).

D) Special Protection Area for birds, under European Union
Birds Directive as updated 2010. Directives commit EU
members to achieve certain aims, but leave the means to
national governments. The Dee is one of the top 10 British
estuaries for wintering waders and wildfowl and migratory
birds in autumn and spring.

SPA and SAC together form the "Natura 2000" site series
under EU law. They commit member states to good site



protection. Also to "appropriate assessment" of any plans
or projects that may affect a Natura 2000 site: for
projects, this is an Environmental Impact Assessment. The
onus of proof is on the developer to demonstrate that
there will not be an adverse impact on the SPA/SAC that
will affect the "site integrity". If Natural England agree
that a significant impact, is likely, that triggers a
Habitat Regulations Assessment where the decision-maker
(the planning authority and, if called in, planning
inspector) has to be supplied with sufficient information,
by the applicant for development, to be able to ascertain
that there will be no impact on the integrity of the
SPA/SAC.

It is unclear what would happen to the nature conservation
legislation in the medium term if we vote to leave the EU.

2) It is unlikely that the proposed golf resort would
impact directly on the estuaries or the other local SSSI
(Meols Meadows). Therefore what the legislation says about
areas around or linked to the protected sites is
important.

A) SSSI. For a narrow buffer zone around the SSSI, Natural
England have to be consulted. Other developments that may
affect a SSSI can also be referred to them eg drainage
changes (quality and quantity) might impact directly on
Meols Meadows, which are floodplain species-rich hay
meadows. NE can object to the development or ask for
conditions. Their opinion is a "material consideration"
for the officers and councillors assessing the development
application.

B) Ramsar - has little actual teeth, but can influence
matters like trying to get clean drainage into wetlands.

C) SAC only covers the site itself, so only affects
developments outside the site when they might impact the
SAC eg if fertiliser from the golf course could run off
directly onto the saltmarsh, changing its ecology, that
would affect the "site integrity" and would not be
permitted.



D) SPA is most important in this case, as it carries with
it a degree of protection for "functionally linked land"
sometimes called "supporting habitats". This is land that
supports >1% of the population of a bird species listed in
the SPA designation, for some key part of their ecological
requirements eg breeding, roosting or feeding. RSPB
consider the Gilroy Scrape should qualify as SPA for birds
in its own right, because of the large numbers of black-
tailed godwits that use it on migration, as well as other
birds. NE staff are currently assessing this, but thanks
to austerity cuts, lack of money and staff time are
problems. The scrape certainly qualifies as functionally
linked land, with bird ringing results which show that
birds from the scrape use the Dee estuary. All the
assessment regulations described above therefore apply,
with the developer having to prove that there will be no
impact on "site integrity". This has a complicated
definition, but simply put, is whether designated SPA
birds can continue to use the SPA site freely and in the
same numbers after the development as before. If
development causes the SPA birds to leave, then the site
integrity has been impacted.
The onus of proof is on the developer.
The golf resort area (excluding the scrape itself) may
support enough birds to be functionally linked: that has
yet to be decided. RSPB are assessing data, mainly using
the Wetland Birds Survey (WeBS) data for that area, which
has been recorded by volunteers for a considerable number
of years.

With all Natura 200 sites, if an adverse impact on site
integrity cannot be ruled out, then for the planning
application to succeed it must pass Three Tests, put very
briefly:
1) there must be reasons of over-riding public interest
2) all alternatives have been assessed and found
inadequate
3) the impact will not have serious effects on the total
population of the species in the area.

3) Legally protected species:



UK legislation.

Water Vole has records on the resort area within the last
decade and therefore survey is required. The animals and
their habitat are protected, but could be incorporated
into a golf course.

Badger are possible and survey is required. Legislation
protects the animals and their setts. Golf Courses can
support badgers.

EU legislation (Habitats and Species Directive 2010): All
species of bat. The animals and their roosts have
considerable protection, but feeding grounds are not
directly protected. It is unlikely that bats roost in the
proposed resort area, but studies are needed.

Great crested newt are unlikely to be present but survey
work must check that, as they are present not far to the
east. The animals and their breeding ponds have
considerable protection, but not feeding areas.

If no effect on EU protected species cannot be
demonstrated, then the Three Tests apply as for Nature
2000 sites.

4) Biodiversity Action Plan
species and habitats, given limited protection under NERC
2006 (Section 41). These include Floodplain grazing marsh
(which covers much of the proposed resort area) and
species such as barn owl, brown hare, hedgehog, toad and
farmland birds (skylark, yellow-hammer etc). Developments
affecting BAP habitats and species are supposed to achieve
"no net biodiversity loss" , but planning practice
currently struggles with defining and measuring this.

5) Sites of Biological Importance,
soon to be re-named Local Wildlife Sites to match national
practice. These aim to designate all areas of importance
to local wildlife. Designation is proposed by the Local
Wildlife Sites Partnership, a group of local wildlife
organisations together with officers for the Forward
Planning department. (Wirral Wildlife plays a large role



in this, as it has done for several decades). Proposals
are (normally) then rubber-stamped by councillors. We are
about to adopt new criteria, worked out with the whole of
the Cheshire region (roughly the pre-1974 county of
Cheshire). SBI/LWS are protected by policies in the
Unitary Development Plan 2000 and the forthcoming Local
Development Plan Core Strategy and Site Allocations. This
protection is against development that would harm the
ecology of the site, but provides no protection against
unsuitable management, and no funding. Part of the new
criteria is the ability to designate "alert" sites, where
further data collection is needed to establish boundaries
or satisfy criteria. These alert sites go on the planning
hazard maps, so the development management officers know
that ecological matters need taking into account in
assessing any planning application. An area we are calling
Hoylake Langfields has been made an alert site, covering
the Gilroy scrape, Gilroy nature park and roughly the
western half of the golf resort area. This needs further
bird survey and analysis to decide which fields should be
included. This SBI was proposed in 2007, but rejected by
the then council officer Mr Adderley, who commissioned a
report from Merseyside Environmental Advisory Service, who
give ecological advice to all the Merseyside councils. The
report was not released, until a FoI request by John
Hutchinson last year. It recommenced that there should be
an SBI there, somewhat smaller than our initial
recommendation. Because of the suppression of the report,
no SBI was declared. We did not pursue this option, as by
2010 it was obvious that the EU legislation covering the
SPA and Supporting Habitats provided considerably stronger
protection than the SBI legislation. Since 2007 the
wetland birds have moved sites to some extent, focussing
more on the scrape and its damp field. Hoylake Langfields
is the only SBI to which any officer or councillor has
objected.


